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Introduction
The North York Centre area has been designated as an urban growth centre and mobility hub and
continues to see rapid development. With high density rapid developments, the south North York Centre
area is now plagued with some of the worst gridlock traffic in the Greater Toronto Area (which has the
worst in North America). The main source of major gridlock problems in the south North York Centre
area are two left turns at the Yonge Street - Highway 401 interchange. Since both of these two left turns
cross oncoming traffic, they requires signalized (traffic light) intersection and a long left turn “waiting”
lane to hold their extremely long queue. The two problematic left turns are:
- -1- Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (via Lord Seaton) (N-E 401 on-ramp)
left turn with signalized intersection causes an extremely long queue during AM rush which
causes gridlock traffic throughout the south North York Centre area (Yonge Street Area Traffic
Management Study - City of Toronto / iTRANS Project # 4656 (YSTMS #4656)).
- -2- Westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 off-ramp) left turn with
signalized intersection causes long queue along Highway 401 westbound at Yonge resulting in
traffic congesting on the Highway 401 westbound collector lanes (Yonge-401 interchange MTO / iTRANS Project # 2671); often backing up traffic to Bayview and Leslie exits.
Compounding the Westbound Highway 401 to southbound Yonge Street (E-S 401 off-ramp) left turn
problem is:
- -3- Westbound Highway 401 to northbound Yonge Street (E-N 401 off-ramp) channelized right
forced merge (without dedicated lane on Yonge Street) causes long queue along Highway 401
westbound at Yonge resulting in traffic congesting on the Highway 401 westbound collector
lanes (Yonge-401 interchange - MTO / iTRANS Project # 2671); often backing up traffic to
Bayview and Leslie exits.
The St.Andrew Community in south-east quadrant of Yonge-401 interchange should have full access in
and out between their community and the interchange. Currently:
- -4- Lord Seaton Road and Yonge Street intersection is built as typical local road not as a highway
on-ramp which is it’s most common function to most users
- -5- Long stream of Yonge Street to eastbound 401 on-ramp traffic causes long queue on
westbound Lord Seaton Road for St.Andrew residents leaving their community
- -6- Lord Seaton Road to Southbound Yonge Street left turn was eliminated in favour of more
efficient 2 phase signalized intersection
- -7- Eastbound Highway 401 does not currently have an efficient and direct exit to serve St.
Andrew community
In addition the Yonge Street Traffic Management Study (2010), commissioned by Ward 23 Councillor
John Filion identified numerous other issues in the area including:
- -8- Missing pedestrian paths: No pedestrian sidewalk on west side of Yonge Street south of
Highway 401. Also no pedestrian sidewalk on east side of Yonge Street north of Highway 401.
- -9- Lack of cycling infrastructure (No on-road bike lanes nor nearby off-road multi-use trails to
navigate around Yonge-401 interchange and the Don Valley West)
- -10- Limited transportation network capability to accommodate projected traffic generated from
approved, planned, and proposed developments.
- -11- Westbound Avondale Avenue to southbound Yonge Street left turn queue is extremely long
and many residents from Avondale condominium community requires about 30 minutes just to
drive from their parking spot to this corner
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=ac72b79135443410VgnVCM10000071d60f8
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Purpose
The purpose of this document is to introduce the southbound Yonge Street to Eastbound Highway 401
Fly-UNDER solution and provide constructive feedback for the FlyOver being examined in the Yonge
Street / Highway 401 Interchange – Transportation Infrastructure Planning Study being conducted by the
city of Toronto – Transportation Infrastructure Management.
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf
The southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 Fly-UNDER solution: By using an existing
underutilized MTO service road underpass just west of the Yonge-401 interchange and creating a freeflowing Michigan left turn; this solution will cost a fraction of the proposed southbound Yonge Street to
eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left turn FlyOver ramp and give the same free-flowing onramp result without the traffic interruption on Highway 401 during construction and maintenance.

Alternative Solutions
Southbound Yonge to Eastbound 401 FlyOver Ramp

Currently, the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn FlyOver
ramp seems to be the overwhelming favourite solution versus the other alternatives.
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf
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The concept of the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn
FlyOver ramp is to create a free-flowing separate grade 600-700 metre long left-turning overpass in the
sky to fly over all 14-16 lanes of Highway 401. Construction will require systematic closure of each
section of Highway 401 (the busiest highway in North America) as construction occurs above.
Some problems with the proposed southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 onramp) FlyOver ramp:
- Entrance for FlyOver too close to entrance for southbound Yonge Street to westbound Highway
401 off-ramp, causing confusion and last second lane changes
- Cost of FlyOver ramp is expensive (currently budgeting for $25 million **)
- Construction of FlyOver ramp will require various lane closure on Highway 401
- Only address problem with southbound Yonge Street left turn to eastbound Highway 401 via
Lord Seaton - does not address long queue problem with westbound Highway 401 to southbound
Yonge Street which would require another FlyOver ramp!
** NOTE: The southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn FlyOver
ramp solution has been floating around since the mid-1980’s from the city of North York with an original
cost estimate of about $15 million. In the late-1990’s it was estimated to cost about $25 million. In 2010,
when the Yonge Street Traffic Management Study completed, the estimated cost of this FlyOver ramp
was $35 million (the then Minister of Transportation Kathleen Wynne agree to split cost 50/50 with city).
Recently MTO engineers have estimated the cost to be about $50 million. The current $25 million cost
estimate from the city’s Transportation Infrastructure Management seems to just cover the city’s share
after 50/50 cost sharing from the Province.

FlyOver on topographical map from Yonge Street Traffic Management Study
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=ac72b79135443410VgnVCM10000071d60f8
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To eliminate the inefficient signalized intersection needed to control the southbound Yonge Street to
eastbound Highway 401 left-turn at Lord Seaton Road; a FlyOver is proposed. The basic requirements of
a free-flowing southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn FlyOver
ramp are:
- Allow traffic from southbound Yonge Street to cross northbound Yonge Street traffic at separate
grade (i.e. flyover overpass or fly-under underpass structure)
- Proceed with a left turn manoeuvre
Since there’s not enough space at that intersection to create a FlyOver, using conventional highway
interchange design, the FlyOver must start further upstream. As a result, the proposed southbound Yonge
Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn FlyOver ramp is 3 level high, about 600700 metres long and must flyover all lanes of Highway 401 and the eastbound Highway 401 to
northbound Yonge Street “fly-over-Yonge-then-under-401” off-ramp (W-N 401 off-ramp). But nowhere
in the original criteria does it state the FlyOver needs to flyover Highway 401! So why does the FlyOver
fly over the entire Highway 401???
CON: two off-ramps originating in same quadrant is unconventional - right off-ramp lane for right turn
and left off-ramp lane for left turn.

Southbound Yonge to Eastbound 401 Fly-UNDER
The proposed southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (N-E 401 on-ramp) left-turn FlyOver
ramp creates another separate grade bypass of Highway 401. As can be seen in the various alternative
solutions, the city’s Transportation Infrastructure Management and Cole Engineering has been trying to
get the most utility out of the two existing separate grade bypasses of Highway 401; namely the two
existing underpasses: Yonge Street underpass at Highway 401 and eastbound Highway 401 to northbound
Yonge Street underpass about 140 metres west of Yonge Street.
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/pw/bgrd/backgroundfile-62308.pdf
http://coleengineering.ca/wordpress/wp-content/themes/Evolution/pdf/TR_Design_Yonge.pdf
There is another existing underutilized separate grade structure just to the west of the Yonge-401
interchange - the existing MTO service road underpass about 190 metres west of Yonge Street. Not to be
confused with the main MTO service road that goes down to the bottom of the Don Valley West. This
MTO service road underpass is along the east side of the Don Valley West near the valley ridge just under
the Highway 401 Hogg’s Hollow bridge decks. It’s spacious with 20-25 feet height clearance whereas
the Yonge Street underpass has about 16-17 feet height clearance. The level floor has about 20 feet width
and the valley side can be excavated for an additional 30 feet width for a total of 50 feet width (between
bridge structures); enough for 5 lanes of traffic! Using this existing underutilized MTO service road
underpass to create a free flowing Michigan left turn would be much cheaper and less disruptive to
Highway 401 traffic than building the proposed FlyOver.
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Pink line: southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 Fly-UNDER on-ramp
The southbound Yonge to eastbound 401 fly-UNDER ramp is basically a regular Michigan Left Turn:
turn right first, then do 180 degree U-turn and then drive straight through the original intersection.

Green line: Michigan Left Turn Red line: Reverse Michigan Left Turn
http://www.bqaz.org/azparkway/
Note: The U-turn section would have about 50 metres radius whereas MTO requirement is 55 metres. If
need be, the MTO may expropriated some land from the 57 Linelle Street development (File# 13 124500
NNY 23 OZ). The current northbound Yonge to westbound Highway 401 reverse-jug-handle 270 degree
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left turn ramp has only 40 metre radius (they lower the speed limit on ramp to 30 km/hr). And since
there are no signalized intersections, this is a free-flowing Michigan left turn.
A sequence of photographs showing the route and current landmarks for the southbound Yonge Street to
eastbound Highway 401 fly-UNDER left turn on-ramp:

Southbound Yonge Street to Westbound Highway 401 on-ramp has entrance to MTO service road
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MTO Service road on valley ridge looking west

Notice smaller service path to left leading to MTO eastern service road underpass (East Underpass
Junction) under Highway 401 Hogg’s Hollow Bridges. Note: Highway 401 light pole. MTO service road
main path continues to valley bottom to TTC Yonge Subway emergency exit south of Highway 401
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MTO’s Eastern service road underpass will also lead us to other side of Highway 401 (separate grade)

MTO’s Eastern service road underpass at Hogg’s Hollow Bridges: 20-25 feet height clearance and 20 feet
wide floor that can be widen to 50 feet (between bridge structures) – enough for 5 lanes of traffic!
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Looking south, foreground is shallow girdle (grey) for Highway 401 eastbound express lanes truss bridge.
Background is huge girdle (rusty green) for Highway 401 eastbound collector lane girdle bridge; these
girdles on this section of bridge should be changed to more shallow girdles to allow more height
clearance as the fly-UNDER goes under it and rises up to merge on the other side. NOTE: MTO is
currently refurbishing (sandblasting, spot wielding repair and painting – not replacing) these girdles –
started on westbound Highway 401 collector girdle bridge August 2013 from east to west; eastbound
Highway 401 collector girdle bridge March 2014 from east to west.
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Looking east: this open space between Highway 401 eastbound collector girdle bridge and eastbound
Highway 401 to Yonge Street northbound and southbound off-ramp bridge is about 18 feet wide at the
narrowest point. That should be enough to shoe-horn a lane of traffic with emergency shoulder.

Looking east: Eastbound Highway 401 collectors to the left with Yonge Street overpass right behind
green traffic – camera box. Overpass will likely need to be widened to accommodate merge lane.
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In order to build a proper merging lane, the Highway 401 eastbound collector overpass will likely need to
be widened to the south over Yonge Street. NOTE: These Highway 401 overpasses over Yonge Street
were rebuilt recently by MTO around 2011.
Again, the basic requirements of a free-flowing southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (NE 401 on-ramp) left-turn FlyOver ramp are:
- Allow traffic from southbound Yonge Street to cross (flyover) northbound Yonge Street traffic at
separate grade – using widen Highway 401 eastbound collector overpass over Yonge Street
- Proceed with a left turn manoeuvre – free flowing Michigan left-turn
Thus, building a huge overpass structure to fly over all lanes of Highway 401, the widest and busiest
highway in North America, is unnecessary.
CON: two off-ramps originating in same quadrant is unconventional - right off-ramp lane for left turn and
left off-ramp lane for right turn.

Comparison Of FlyOver VS Fly-UNDER Solutions
The following factors would favour the FlyOver over the Fly-UNDER solution:
Intuitiveness (FlyOver): Both the FlyOver and Fly-UNDER solutions are unconventional in that in both
solutions, the same north-west quadrant hosts both off-ramps. Usually drivers expect on off-ramp on just
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before the highway and the other off-ramp right after the highway. With both off-ramps in the same
quadrant, the FlyOver solution will have the right-turn off-ramp to the right and the left-turn off-ramp to
the left. The Fly-UNDER solution will be more confusing and have the right-turn off-ramp to the left and
the left-turn off-ramp to the right. In addition, the Fly-UNDER requires an unusual free-flowing
Michigan left turn: turn right first follow by a 180 degree u-turn.
Capacity (FlyOver): The FlyOver ramp would probably operate with at 60-70 km/hr speed limit. The
Fly-UNDER would probably have a 50-60 km/hr speed limit in the 50 metre radius U-turn underpass,
thus limiting its capacity. The Fly-UNDER utilizes a much larger ramp and would thus hold more
vehicles.

The following factors would favour the Fly-UNDER over the FlyOver solution:
Cost (Fly-UNDER): Since the Fly-UNDER is repurposing an existing under-utilized MTO service road
underpass, it’ll cost a fraction of the estimated $50 million required for the FlyOver.
Construction (Fly-UNDER): FlyOver requires a 600-700 metre 3 level high be built over all lanes of
Highway 401; which will require systematic closure of Highway 401. The opportunity cost to the
occupants of the 400,000 vehicles that uses this part of Highway 401 each day is extremely high. The
Fly-UNDER will require mainly grade work, paving and some bridge work.
Environmental (Fly-UNDER): The FlyOver will require a 600-700 metre long FlyOver ramp that does up
3 levels high and provide highway standard height clearance for all lanes of Highway 401. Traffic on the
FlyOver ramp will have a steeper and longer climb, thus emitting more pollutants and emitting the
pollutants higher into the air. The Fly-UNDER is more environmentally friendly since it repurposes an
existing under-utilized MTO service road underpass and thus requires much less material and cost to
build.
Aesthetic (Fly-UNDER): The 600-700 metre 3 level high FlyOver would be an ugly cement structure.
Tie-In (Fly-UNDER): Since the Fly-UNDER uses the some of the same infrastructures like the MTO
eastern service road underpass (east underpass junction) that would be utilize for the ByPass Multi-Use
Trail Network (see author and Yonge Street Working Group of Cycle Toronto for more information);
these two projects could be tied in together.

Recommendations
As listed in the introduction, the Yonge Street - Highway 401 interchange has a long list of issues. Of
those issues, both the FlyOver and fly-UNDER only address the troublesome southbound Yonge Street to
eastbound Highway 401 left turn queue by making the traffic movement free flowing. All other issues
will still remain unsolved.
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SOLVED:
- -1- Southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 (via Lord Seaton) (N-E 401 on-ramp)
left turn with signalized intersection causes an extremely long queue during AM rush which
causes gridlock traffic throughout the south North York Centre area (Yonge Street Area Traffic
Management Study - City of Toronto / iTRANS Project # 4656 (YSTMS #4656)).
UNSOLVED:
- Issues -2- to -11- as stated in Introduction.
If the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 left turn is the only concern the city wish to
address; then the southbound Yonge Street to eastbound Highway 401 Fly-UNDER solution should be
the best and most cost effective solution. The Fly-UNDER should cost far less than the $50 million
FlyOver solution and the city should be able to fund it well within the $25 million allocated for this
project. Some of the extra funds can be utilized for the ByPass Multi-Use Trail Network, a multi-use trail
network utilizing the lower truss of the Hogg’s Hollow Highway 401 bridges to connect all the
communities surrounding the Yonge Street, Highway 401, Don Valley West area.
The province has clearly stated that they will not chip in for 50/50 cost sharing if the solution does not
solve the congestion along Highway 401 westbound collector lanes that frequently backs up traffic to
Bayview and Leslie exits. A solution that would also solve the provincial issues (westbound Highway
401 collector backup) would get the financial contribution from the province and thus the city
contribution would see more bangs for the buck.
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